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1/ Navigate through the Studies website of the Polytechnic School: Studies tab:

2/ Select the studies to be taken and "timetables".

2.1. / Assumption: (in this case Degree in Computer Engineering)

Either link will take you to the same screen below:
3/Select the course you want to consult...

Either link will take you to the same screen below:

3.1. Assumption: In this case, 1st year - Second Semester
4/ Select the subject:

4.1 / Assumption: we look for the subject 19552 in Group 211 and, within this, 2111 and the following data will appear on the screen:

Undergraduate studies at the Polytechnic School - SCHEDULES

➢ Degree in Biomedical Engineering:

Timetables: [https://www.uam.es/EPS/HorariosGIBM/1446830896075.htm?language=es&nodepath=Horarios](https://www.uam.es/EPS/HorariosGIBM/1446830896075.htm?language=es&nodepath=Horarios)


➢ Degree in Data Science and Engineering:

Timetables: [https://www.uam.es/EPS/HORARIO-GCID-1/1446830299601.htm](https://www.uam.es/EPS/HORARIO-GCID-1/1446830299601.htm)

➢ Degree in Computer Engineering (EURO-INF®):

Timetables: [https://www.uam.es/EPS/HorariosGII/1446764142597.htm?language=es&nodepath=Horarios](https://www.uam.es/EPS/HorariosGII/1446764142597.htm?language=es&nodepath=Horarios)

➢ Degree in Telecommunication Technologies and Services Engineering (EUR-ACE®):


➢ Double Degree in Computer Engineering and Mathematics:

Timetable of subjects at the Escuela Politécnica Superior: [https://www.uam.es/EPS/HorariosGIM/1446764147098.htm?language=es&nodepath=Horarios](https://www.uam.es/EPS/HorariosGIM/1446764147098.htm?language=es&nodepath=Horarios)

Masters studies at the Escuela Politécnica Superior - SCHEDULES

Information common to all masters: All the management and the process of access to the Masters of the Polytechnic School is done through the Centre for Postgraduate Studies of the UAM.

➢ Master in Data Science:
Timetables: https://www.uam.es/EPS/Horarios_MUCD/1446800693006.htm?language=es&nodepath=Horarios
Timetables (in pdf format):

➢ Master's Degree in Computer Engineering:
Horarios: https://www.uam.es/EPS/HORARIO-MII-1/1242699794326.htm?idenlace=1446735346199&language=es&nodepath=Horarios%20y%20Aulas

➢ Master's Degree in Telecommunication Engineering (EUR-ACE®)
Timetables: https://www.uam.es/EPS/HORARIO-MIT-1/1242699794340.htm?language=es&nodepath=Horarios

➢ University Master's Degree in Research and Innovation in Computational Intelligence and Interactive Systems
Horarios: https://www.uam.es/EPS/HORARIO-MI2TIC-1/1242699794333.htm?idenlace=1446735412117&language=es&nodepath=Horarios%20y%20Aulas

➢ Inter-University Master's Degree in Formal Methods in Computer Engineering

➢ Erasmus Mundus University Master's Degree in Image Processing and Computer Vision (IPCV)
Timetables: https://www.uam.es/EPS/HORARIO-IPCV-1/1446774783060.htm?language=es&nodepath=Horarios

➢ Master's Degree in Bioinformatics and Computational Biology (Coordinated by the Faculty of Medicine - Campus- Arzobispo Morcillo)
Teaching is given at two sites: the Faculty of Medicine (Campus - Arzobispo Morcillo) and the Higher Polytechnic School (Campus - Cantoblanco).

Timetables (in pdf format):
International Master's Programme

➢ Master's Degree in Deep Learning for Audio and Video Signal Processing:

Timetables:
https://www.uam.es/EPS/Horarios_MUDL4AVS/1446802748354.htm?language=es&nodepath=Horarios

Timetables (in pdf format):
https://www.uam.es/EPS/documento/1446802758798/MUDL4AVSP_horarios_2223_general_v2.pdf?blobheader=application/pdf
TEACHING GUIDES

1/ Repository of Teaching Guides: timetables, classroom, teacher...

2/ Selection of studies Bachelor/Master
2.1/ Assumption: we are looking for a degree in Computer Engineering.

We select...
Next screen...

And the following drop-down appears...

We scroll down until we find the subject we are looking for.

Click

We were looking for the subject 19952. Data Structure

Group 211 Theory and

Within that Group 211 the 2111

Click
The calendar and timetable will be displayed.

Timetable as an agenda with subject, teacher, classroom ....

3/ Course syllabus: view/download pdf.

We scroll down until we find the subject we are looking for.

Click with the mouse either on the Code or on the Name of the subject.
The following screen will appear

We scroll down until we find the subject we are looking for.

Click with the mouse

Print

Download
**If you need to download/view the Teaching Guides or the programmes of the different subjects in English, even if the website does not have an English version, you can obtain it through the Google website:

In the Settings window, expand the Advanced tab. Then select "Languages" from the menu. Expand to view the settings under Language. Click Add Languages and select the language you want to add.

EVALUATION SYSTEMS/EXAMINATIONS
Assessment systems: consult the teaching guide for each subject.

All exams at the UAM have two exam dates (an ordinary one, and an extraordinary one in case of failing the ordinary one).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First semester</th>
<th>Second semester</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary</td>
<td>Extraordinary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>June-July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary</td>
<td>Extraordinary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>June-July</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Students should plan their return journey around these dates.

SUBJECTS FROM OTHER FACULTIES
Incoming students who are admitted to the Polytechnic School (EPS) of the UAM may also, if they wish, choose classes in other faculties, with the following limitations:

- At least 51% of the total credits must be EPS subjects.
- The EPS ORI will send you an online form on your arrival, so that you can indicate which subjects you want to take in other centres.

For further information, please see this link
INCLUSIVE MOBILITY

An inclusive international mobility is one that is accessible to all: where all students can benefit from living and studying in another country.

Check out our specific sections on inclusive mobility for incoming students and discover all the opportunities that await you.